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lindebjerg design furniture embodies the elegance 

and timelessness of nordic design. it celebrates 

simplicity, warmth and natural materials. run your 

hand over the wood and you can feel the substance. 

examine it closely and you can see the fine details in 

the craftsmanship. this is design created to last for 

generations.

mona henriksen



54N1 dark oak

dark oak  collection – cabinets

dark oak is a special edition of the n-series, made from  

oak and stained a deep black-brown. the result is 

a texture and warmth that allows the delicate wood-

grain to show thorugh. 

 the cabinets is a stringent and upscaled version 

of our vitrine collection. an expression that walks 

hand in hand with the typical scandinavian traditions 

in the progress with oak. this is a collection that fits 

perfectly to a monochrome environment.



76N2 dark oak



9N2 dark oak

dark oak  collection – N2

we have added a new model to our dark oak series. 

 a sophisticated double cabinet that defines the room 

in which it stands. 

 the scandinavian tradition of working with wood comes 

into into its own with the double cabinet’s solid, yet 

simple expression. the fine lines in the dark-stained oak 

structure walk hand in hand with the simplicity of the 

design that characterizes the nordic style. 



10N4 dark oak

simplified topprofile and hinges in brass



1312T20, T40, T70,  dark oak
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t70

dark oak collection – tables

the T1-series plays with shapes and materials. the thick, 

solid oak top gives the table sturdiness and the rounded 

edges give it a lighter feel. meanwhile, the deep black-

brow stain adds a sense of calm and allows the delicate 

woodgrain to show through, almost like a work of art.

T70 console, dark oak
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meet the designer 

mona henriksen is a furniture designer and founder of lindebjerg Design. having 

run her own interior shop for years, she started lindebjerg design in 2011, where 

she designs cabinets and tables. during the years she has developed the concept 

and new models, colors and lines have been created.

‘lindebjerg design’s concept is based on the aesthetics of the design as well as 

usability. an important element is also the ethical aspect of my production. we 

cooperate with a carpentry workshop, where good working conditions, passion 

for raw materials and solid craftsmanship are a part of the cooperation 

framework. the value of our furniture is based on that kind of perfectionism 

that lays in the details of passionate craftsmanship and carpentry traditions.’

‘it is a heritage we’re proud to embrace. in fact, we enjoy looking back and 

drawing on the age-old traditions of hand craftsmanship. this is apparent in 

our choice of materials, like pine and oak, and in the way we work with them.’

‘production is a matter of ethical rules. today we are much more aware of 

the choices we take, which is reflected in our lifestyle and how we celebrate 

and create the values in our homes. our lifestyle is more characterized 

by attitudes to ecology and fair trade and we are careful when we invest in 

durable furniture in our home where family life is lived’.
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classic collection – cabinets

 

the V-series are lindebjerg design’s classic line of 

vitrines.  we have refined and highlighted  the expression 

in the design. details that refers to the traditional 

craftsmanship and are characteristic for the typical 

scandinavian vitrine through the year. 

the classic collection are available in 4 colors – black, 

white, anthracite and grey. 

’I’ve always found furniture fascinating. even though 

it serves a practical purpose, like storage, it’s 

more than that. it can affect the atmosphere in a 

room simply by how it looks. as though it has its own 

personality.

 

at the same time, our furniture is timeless. it’s not 

designed to be used for just a couple of years or  

until the next fashion trend sets in. we are conscious 

of the consumer to whom the culture of ‘use and  

throw away’ is a thing of the past, and investment 

in design, quality and durability is a part of their  

mindset. 

our design is created to last for generations.’

V1 black
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’grey is the silent color that links the contrasts 

between black and white. the soft expression of 

the grey color perfectly combines the nordic 

expression and scandinavian design.’

V2 anthracite V2 grey
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’white attracts the light. the simplicity 

and pureness that define the white 

color is a delicate choice in a home 

environment where both traditions 

and brightness are the primary tones 

in the interior color palette.’

V4 WHITE 
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’a color that has won people’s 

hearts. the silent, yet powerful 

color makes a fine balance 

between interior made in natural 

materials, industrial design and 

classic furniture.’

black is a powerful color characterized by 

both sophistication and sensivity. choosing 

a black vitrine will make a beautiful 

contrast to the objects placed on your 

shelves and compliment the strong graphic 

lines of the design.

V4 anthracite V4 black



3130N4 anthracite

color collection – cabinets

the traditional expression in our cabinets are still the 

main nerve in our colored collection. we have simplified 

the top profile and hinges and knops are made in brass. 

the colors are specific chosen from a color palette 

that fits into the classic environment and still stand 

out and allow it to be the eye-catcher in the room. 

framed in the timeless strong lines, they show your 

wealth of creative scenarious.

the color collection are available in 3 colors.



3332 N1 anthracite

’anthracite made the soft 

balance in the raw nordic 

contrasts. the dramatic dark 

grey color beautifuly frames 

your objects and makes the 

cabinet truely stand out in 

your home.’  

’green start the effect of curiosity 

and hope. it celebrates creative minds 

with attitude. this dramatic petrol-

green color beautifully frames your 

objects and makes the cabinet truly 

stand out in your room.’

N1 greenN1 anthracite
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lindebjerg design
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DK-1711 copenhagen v

denmark

info@lindebjergdesign.dk

 +45 26 81 40 01

facebook:

lindebjerg design

instagram:

lindebjerg design

pinterest:

lindebjerg design

lindebjergdesign.dk




